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Upcoming Events 

 
 
Holiday Party—December 8  
11:30—2:30 
Kevin Taylor’s at the Opera House 
 
January Luncheon— January 12 @ 12:00pm 
Wynkoop Brewing Company 
 
3DSS Conference— March 2, 2023 
Ellie Caulkins Loft 
 
February Luncheon—February 9 @ 12:00 pm 
 
IMAGE 2023—August 27—September 1 
Houston, TX 
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Executive Corner 

By Joel Scott 
Oasis Oil & Gas 
DGS Past—President 

Progress, Progress 
Progress is always easier to see when you look back to where you were. Let me share with you my perspec-
tive. Progress on DGS’ adjustment working without paid staff to handle registrations and venues for events, 
management of membership registrations, and communications to DGS members and subscribers has been 
good. Procedures are being documented to provide future ExComs “Howto” guides for web based back-office 
operations.  Although there is opportunity for improvement, the vast majority of these interactions with 
members are completed smoothly and without human intervention. We are investigating moving away from 
PayPal to make payments to the DGS even easier and improving invoicing to sponsors. 

 

Improved back-office systems has permitted the DGS ExCom to focus on the organization and how the DGS 
may serve its members and local geophysical community. Our treasurer has completed integrating DGS fi-
nances with OpenBooks allowing the ExCom to clearly understand annual cash flow needs for operations. 
Our Society finances are strong due to very low overhead, support from our sponsors, strong support of the 
DGS 3D Seismic Symposium, Golf Tournament, and Annual Meeting and Holiday Party. Now, we cannot go on 
a spending spree but we can continue on our current path and continue to add value for our membership. 
The following are examples of value returned to the membership, the past 12 months: 

• Monthly technical luncheon meetings registration at cost or small loss 

• The Record newsletter 

• Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence Workshop (ML/AI) 

• Annual Meeting and Holiday Party registration below cost 

• Reduced registration for the 3DSS and Golf Tournament  

• Two networking Rockies baseball games at reduced cost  

 

All of these events offer networking value and learning opportunities, yes even golf. 

 

One of the objectives of the DGS is to “promote the science of geophysics”. Recently, based on the DGS’ fi-
nancial health and its objectives, the Executive Committee approved a $10,000 donation to the Colorado 
School of Mines Geophysics @100 Field Experience Endowed Fund. There is more to read about the fund in 
this issue of the Record. This donation was made possible because the legs of the 3-legged-stool are strong. 

 

The strength of DGS comes from the membership, sponsors, and volunteers. These form the 3-legged-stool 
for the DGS. The Executive Committee is made up of volunteers elected by the DGS membership. Members 
like the rest of us, I want to congratulate the current active officers: Mark Davidson, President; Jeff Zawila, VP 
Pres. Elect; Jessica Vahling, Treasurer; Andrew Keen, Secretary; and Xan Davidson, Editor. The ML/AI Work-
shop and understanding our financial condition would not be possible without their time and persistence. 
Angie Southcott and Morgan Brown continue to bring the perspective only available from their years of DGS 
involvement to the ExCom. Additionally, the Annual Meeting and Holiday Party, 3DSS, and golf tournament 
are all chaired by volunteers. Check out the pages in this issue of the Record for more news on these events. 
                                                                                                                                   

Continues on next page 
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Denver Geophysical Society 
730 17th Ste B-1  Denver, CO 80202 

Office@denvergeo.org 
 

EDITOR                    —            XAN DAVIDSON 
msxjones@gmail.com 

 

2022 DGS OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT           —            MARK DAVIDSON 
Telemark Energy Services         281-799-8853 

mdavidson@telenrg.com 

PRESIDENT ELECT         —           JEFF ZAWILA 
SM Energy                                   406-633-3108 

jzawila@sm-energy.com 

SECRETARY           —              ANDREW KEENE 
SM Energy               akeene@sm-energy.com 

TREASURER              —              JESS VAHLING 
Occidental Petroleum              720-660-7128 

Jess_vahling@oxy.com 

PAST PRESIDENT           —            JOEL SCOTT 
Oasis Oil & Gas          jscott@oasisoilgas.com 
PAST PAST PRESIDENT - ANGIE SOUTHCOTT 
 

COMMITTEES 
ADVERTISING 

Information — office@denvergeo.org 
denvergeo.org/advertising-in-the-record/ 

3D SEISMIC SYMPOSIUM— 
              SARAH GACH and MARK DAVIDSON 

3DSSchair@denvergeo.org 

CONTINUING EDUCATION    -   JEFF ZAWILA 
SM Energy                                  406-633-3108 

jzawila@sm-energy.com 
GOLF TOURNAMENT   —   

BRIAN PLUEMER and MATTHEW ROMERO 
golf@denvergeo.org 

LUNCHEON PROGRAM     —      JEFF ZAWILA 
SM Energy                                  406-633-3108 

jzawila@sm-energy.com 

MEMBERSHIP            —        ANDREW KEENE 
SM Energy 

akeene@sm-energy.com 

NOMINATIONS             —             JOEL SCOTT 
Oasis Oil & Gas          jscott@oasisoilgas.com 

Information for Contributors 

Your editorial contributions are encouraged, particularly about classes, 
seminars, personnel news, company news, or other items of interest to 
the geophysical community.  All suggestions and manuscripts should be 
emailed to DGS at office@denvergeo.org. Targeted deadline for submis-
sions is the first of the publication month (February, May, August, No-
vember) but exceptions can be made with the editor’s approval. We 
reserve the right to edit all material according to standard practices.  

Opinions expressed within are solely those of the authors.  They are not 
to be interpreted as those of the DGS. 

Volunteering is a great way to meet others in our 
geophysical community and does not require the 
same time  commitment of ExCom service. You 
aren’t interested in the current DGS events, you 
say? Create a new event or create a new Special 
Interest Group (SIG). This is how the MicroSeismic 
SIG began. Just contact anyone on the ExCom.  .  
Also, in order of the DGS to continue to flourish in 
the future, we need strong volunteers willing to 
dedicate their time, effort, and energy to serving 
on the Executive Committee.  It takes people like 
you for the DGS to be successful going forward.  
Are you willing and ready? 

Executive Corner continued from previous page 
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CSM Department of Geophysics Is Turning 100! 

 
The Department of Geophysics at Colorado School of Mines will turn 100 years old in 2026! The Mines geophysics program was 
established in 1926 as the world’s first Department of Geophysics and continues strong today as one of the top global applied geo-
physics programs. We have much to celebrate: the legacy of our successful past, the diversity of our current program, and the 
vision of our ambitious future. Between now and 2026, we have planned a wide range of monthly events celebrating and engaging 
our entire Geophysics family. Mines Geophysics has also initiated the GP@100 Field Experience Endowed Fund and the GP Field 
Closet to enrich the student Field Camp experience and to provide sustainable resources supporting Field Camp in the future. Ad-
ditionally, celebrating GP@100 is an excellent opportunity to explore our history and share the department’s vision for the next 
100 years. 

 
Mines Geophysics - Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow 
In 1925, then Colorado School of Mines President Dr. M. F. Coolbaugh discussed with the 
Mines Trustees about introducing a new method of Earth exploration called geophysical 
prospecting into the curriculum. This was timely since seismic refraction methods were just 
being developed to explore hydrocarbons in the vicinity of salt domes in the Gulf of  
Mexico, and the Schlumberger brothers had just invented  
electrical logging methods in France. Once the new courses were  
approved in coordination with Dr. Van Tuyl, Department Head of 
Geological Engineering, Dr. Coolbaugh contacted Dr. Carl A.  
Heiland, technical representative of the Askania Werke  
geophysical instrument division, to lead the new program. Based 

on the extensive proposed curriculum discussed with Dr. Heiland, instead of adding a sampling of  
courses, the Department of Geophysics was officially established in late 1926. In January 1927,  
Dr. Heiland taught the first geophysics course at Mines to seven graduate students in a basement class-
room of Guggenheim Hall, creating the foundation of a long and storied history of world-class geophysics 
at Colorado School of Mines. (Mines Magazine, October 1950, v. 40, n. 10).  

 
Post-WWII, the geophysics department evolved for the times. Dr. Heiland retired as Department Head in 1948 and was succeeded 
by Dr. John Hollister. While fieldwork had always been integral to geophysics coursework and summer studies, a formalized  
Geophysics Field Camp was officially established. By 1950, the department had graduated ~225 B.Sc. students with geophysical 
engineering or geological engineering (geophysics option) degrees and ~160 M.Sc. and Ph.D. graduates. Since then, the  
department has graduated over 2500 geophysical engineers and geophysicists with undergraduate and/or graduate degrees.   

 
Through 96 years, the department has had only ten Department Heads. Following Dr. Hollister, Drs. George Keller, Philip Romig Jr., 
Terry Young, John Bradford, and Paul Sava led the department, while Drs. Ralph Holmer, Tom Davis, and Roel Snieder stepped in 
along the way as interim Department Heads.  

 
Continuing to meet the challenges of our times, the Department of Geophysics has expanded its coursework and expertise to ad-
dress the global energy transition and the many applications of geophysics in exploring our world and other destinations in the 
solar system. The Mines Geophysics program aims to equip graduates with state-of-the-art multidisciplinary skills (physics,  
geology, mathematics, computing, electronics) aimed at addressing relevant applied geoscience and engineering challenges linking 
society with (1) the effective exploration of the Earth and other planetary bodies, (2) the sustainable use of natural resources 
(energy, mineral, water), and (3) the responsible stewardship of the environment.  

 
Over the past 100 years, Mines Geophysics has built a solid global reputation 
for excellence in teaching and research for applied geophysics and secured a 
prominent position in the geophysics community. The most recent US News 
and World Report ranked Mines GP #9 in the category of Seismology and Geo-
physics graduate programs. The department has helped establish the identity 
and excellent international reputation of the Colorado School of Mines and is 
inherently aligned with the Mines’ focus on Earth, Energy, and Environment. 
The field of geophysics is essential for addressing many grand challenges facing 
our planet. Mines Geophysics is committed to remaining a pivotal contributor 
to applied geophysics research and education necessary to solve these  
problems.   
 

Carl A. Heiland 

https://www.usnews.com/best-graduate-schools/top-science-schools/geophysics-seismology-rankings?_sort=rank-asc
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GP@100 Monthly Events for Alumni, Students, Faculty, and Friends of the Department 
Mines Geophysics has scheduled an annual Calendar of Events to welcome alumni and friends and provide direct engagement with 
our current students and faculty. Through conference alumni receptions, Alumni 
Field Camp weekend, and our GP Gives Workshops, we hope to see our alumni and 
friends in person. The Distinguished Alumni Heiland Lectures are available both in-
person and via remote Zoom. Additionally, the department is hosting virtual events 
like our Remote Sensing Challenge Cup and a Virtual 5K to give alumni, students, 
and friends of the department the opportunity to share in our 100th Anniversary 
celebration, whether they be local or across the globe, just graduated or a legacy 
alum! Visit our calendar for up-to-date event information: https://
geophysics.mines.edu/100th-anniversary/ 
 
GP@100 Field Experience Endowed Fund 
In addition to monthly events celebrating 100 years of Geophysics at Mines, the 
Department of Geophysics kicked off the 100@100 Fundraising Campaign in August 2022 to support the Geophysics@100 Field 
Experience Endowed Fund. With a goal to raise $1MM over the next four years through the support of 100 donors contributing 
$10,000 (one-time, annual pledges, monthly recurring, or company matched), the Geophysics@100 Field Experience Endowed 
Fund will provide future Mines geophysics students with resources to access state-of-the-art field equipment, engage in field  
activities at remote and challenging sites, and develop their leadership skills for innovative, safe, and practical geophysical field-
work. With generous support from alumni, faculty and the Denver Geophysical Society, this fund has raised over $100,000 in its 
first three months! The striking grassroots support of our alumni and faculty highlights the significance of the student Field Camp 
experience and our commitment to maintaining the unprecedented quality of the Mines Geophysics Field Camp experience. Our 
goal is to ensure that the Mines geophysics field experience provides the world's best geophysics field training program for the 
next 100 years. We hope that you will join us in the effort to endow Mines Geophysics field activities and we thank you for your 
support. 

 
GP@100 Field Closet 
In addition to the long-term Endowment support for Field Camp, the geophysics depart-
ment has also created the GP Field Closet for those who would like to donate field camp 
goods and gear that our students can use. These items include spare field boots, jackets, 
rain gear, sun gear, and other items that every student may not own but needs for their 
field camp experience. These items can be new (see our Amazon wish list) or used and 
can be shipped directly to the department. Dr. Matt Siegfried, our Field Camp Director, 
will collect these items and make them available to our students when field camp needs 
arise.  

 
Celebrate with Us 
Over the next four years, we will continue documenting the history of our department, Field Camp photo albums, events, and an-
ecdotes as we approach our 100th Celebration. Please contribute if you have any pieces of history that still need to be added to the 
website! You can reach us at geophysics@mines.edu  or join our direct email distribution at: https://forms.office.com/
r/2GYr3kn4QD 
Whether you visit us in person, participate in remote events, or peruse the GP@100 website, we hope you will join us as we  
celebrate! 

To donate or for more information. 

https://geophysics.mines.edu/100th-anniversary/
https://geophysics.mines.edu/100th-anniversary/
https://securelb.imodules.com/s/840/g19/home.aspx?sid=840&gid=1&pgid=4038&cid=5965&dids=189.5&bledit=1&appealcode=GEOPHYS100WEB22
https://securelb.imodules.com/s/840/g19/home.aspx?sid=840&gid=1&pgid=4038&cid=5965&dids=189.5&bledit=1&appealcode=GEOPHYS100WEB22
https://geophysics.mines.edu/fieldcloset/
https://a.co/dMI8N35
https://forms.office.com/r/2GYr3kn4QD
https://forms.office.com/r/2GYr3kn4QD
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Machine Learning Workshop 
By Jeff Zawila 

 

 

 

 

The Denver Geophysical Society hosted an artificial intelligence/machine learning workshop on October 
20th at the Denver Earth Resources Library.  Nine speakers presented on a variety of topics ranging from 
conventional prospecting to petrophysics to unconventional production prediction.  Rocky Roden of Rocky 
Ridge Resources kicked off the workshop with an excellent presentation on five significant trends in ma-
chine learning.  It was a great way to set a baseline for the rest of the workshop and get all the attendees 
fired up. 
  
Each of the speakers highlighted ways in which geoscientists and engineers employ computers to think and 
do the heavy lifting on computational analysis.  Each speaker emphasized that computers are not replacing 
the geoscientist/engineer, just aiding them in the interpretation and that the interpretation can be done 
more quickly and efficiently if properly modeled and the data prepped.  Every speaker highlighted that 
computers can identify non-linear trends in data much easier than human beings, and although the predict-
ed results can be “black-box’ish”, the predictions can be extremely meaningful.  The workshop was ex-
tremely successful in that the Q&A dialogue between speakers and attendees was natural like the ebb and 
flow of ocean waves hitting a beach. 
  
A fascinating point is that machine learning/artificial intelligence is a wave of the future in all aspects of our 
lives by self-driving cars, communication, welding, bomb disposal, climate mitigation solutions, health care, 
finance, media, smart devices, and so on.  I personally was excited about the presentations and inspired in 
how I can employ artificial intelligence in my workflows.  Isn’t that what a workshop is supposed to do? 
  
A big shout-out goes out to all of our speakers for presenting at the workshop:  Rocky Roden (Rocky Ridge 
Resources), Carrie Laudon (Geophysical Insights), Tyler Ruchala (SLB), Sam Pauling (SM Energy), Deborah 
Sacrey (Auburn Energy), Brendon Hall (Petro AI), Ben Hardy (Ikon Science), Friso Brouwer (I^3 Geo), and 
Sandra Labrum (SLB).  Also, this workshop would not have happened without the effort of the organizing 
committee of Jeff Zawila (SM Energy), Dave Phillips (SLB), Deborah Sacrey (Auburn Energy) and Sam Pauling 
(SM Energy) and the financial support from Geophysical Insights, Schlumberger, and Ikon Science.  Thanks 
to all the participants for an exciting workshop! 

 Events 
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Keep it Professional 
 

Do you have news you would like to share with 

the community?  A job change or a new promo-

tion?  Anything that’s industry/job related, we 

would love to share your news.  We aren’t neces-

sarily looking to share that Bob is now a grandfa-

ther but we would love to celebrate your accom-

plishments.  Send 2-3 sentences with your name 

and what your news is and we’ll add it to the next 

newsletter.  For consistency, DGS reserves the 

right to edit and limit what gets published.  So, if 

you really want your news shared, remember to 

“Keep it Professional.”  

 

WE MOVED! 
 

Denver Geophyscial Society has moved 

their mailing address.   

Our new address is: 

730 17th  Ste B-1 

Denver, CO 80202 

Please visit denvergeo.org/advertising-in-the-record/ to purchase advertising.   
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Rockies Game 

By Andrew Keene 

 

The Denver Geophysical Society hosted their last baseball game of the year when the Rockies took on the 

Giants on September 22, 2022. We had ~15 folks in attendance, and everybody was able to enjoy a free drink 

courtesy of the event’s sponsor: Ikon Science! Stay tuned for more DGS and Denver sports events through 

the winter and into the spring!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Events 
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Monthly Luncheon Talks 

Thank you to everyone who has given a talk or is signed up to give one.  

 

November’s Talk: 

FusionArray
TM

: Improving the value of both active and passive source data acquired by a sin-
gle fiber optic array through data integration 
 
Suresh Dande, ESG Solutions Inc, Houston, TX 

 
Abstract: 

Use of fiber optics Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) data in monitoring the hydraulic frac-
turing of unconventional reservoirs, Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) and to monitor geological 
CO2 sequestration is growing. The fiber optic array provides high spatial resolution and larger receiv-
er aperture at a lower cost compared to the conventional geophone array. However, the main disad-
vantage of fiber is its limitation on sensitivity for waves with incidence angle 90

0
 to the fiber. In other 

words, fiber acts as a single component geophone with most sensitivity to waves propagating along 
the fiber and least sensitivity to waves propagating across the fiber. Because of this sensitivity limita-
tion, there is a 360

0
 azimuthal uncertainty in microseismic event locations around the fiber. One of 

the ways to solve the azimuthal uncertainty is to use multiple fiber wells (minimum of three). Howev-
er, it is very rare to have more than one well dedicated to fiber monitoring. The best way to solve the 
azimuthal uncertainty associated with a fiber array is to deploy a single fiber wireline with 3C geo-
phones (FusionArray

TM
) attached to the end of the wireline. The objective of this work is to show 

case studies with microseismic, surface VSP and cross-well seismic data acquired on a FusionAr-
ray

TM
. 

The first case study is from a hydraulic fracturing project with fiber and geophones in the 
same well. We utilize the azimuth information estimated from the geophones and co-locate micro-
seismic events that are recorded both on fiber and geophones. We observe a significant improve-
ment in the accuracy of the event locations after co-location due to the addition of azimuth and in-
creased receiver aperture. The second case study is a science experiment conducted at the Univer-
sity of Houston shallow test wells. The goal of this experiment is to compare the data between geo-
phones and fibers (single mode and multimode) acquired on a FusionArray

TM
 with different source 

types (borehole and surface). In both case studies fiber data is converted to a geophone equivalent 
particle velocity to allow comparison of the amplitudes between the two sensor types and their sensi-
tivity to different sources. 
 
 
 
Suresh Dande is currently working as Fiber Optics Subject-Matter Expert at ESG Solutions. He is responsible for leading 
and developing fiber optics data acquisition and processing technology. He previously worked as Geophysical Software 
Developer at ESG Solutions and as a geophysicist at Sigma Cubed Inc.  He has 10+ years of experience in monitoring 
and processing borehole microseismic data. From 2009-2011, Suresh worked as a CSIR Research intern in Aeromag-
netics at National Geophysical Research Institute, India. Suresh Dande received an M. Sc degree in Geophysics from 
Andhra University (India), an M.S degree in Geology from Southern Illinois University, and a Ph.D. degree in Geophysics 
from the University of Houston. 
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Monthly Luncheon Talks cont 

January’s Talk: 

Stress rotations and compounding pore-pressures from multiple well injections  

Jonathan P. McKenna 

 

Abstract: 
 
Multi-stage, multi-well completions cause pore-pressures to increase around each stage treated, 
compound from earlier offset treatment stages, then dissipate as the injected fluid leaks off into the 
rock formation. Local stress changes illuminated by microseismic focal mechanisms can be used to 
create maps of high and low pore-pressures which, in turn, can be used to guide a dynamic slurry 
propagation model and estimate fluid and proppant distribution from the injection.  Injected slurry vol-
umes respond to these pore-pressure changes dependent upon lag time from previously treated 
stages.  
An example is presented from a multi-stage, multi-well hydraulic stimulation in the Wolfcamp For-
mation located in Southeast New Mexico. In this location, previous researchers have identified that a 
normal-faulting stress regime exists with maximum horizontal stress (SHmax) oriented between N75°
E and N83°E with intermediate horizontal stress anisotropy (Lund Snee and Zoback, 2017). Results 
from this study shows that SHmax=N80°E and stress anisotropy,ϕ=0.36 in the virgin stress state. Dur-

ing hydraulic stimulation horizontal stress anisotropy is reduced (ϕ=0.33) due to stress shadowing 
and SHmax rotates ~+/- 24°. Increased pore-pressures from previous treatments remain elevated for 
~7 days confining fluid distribution to near the well on ensuing stages.  Sufficient pressure dissipates 
after leakoff providing opportunity for the fluid to propagate into previously opened fractures. Pore-
pressure highs can be identified using microseismic hypocenters fitting an altered stress state which 
differs from events fitting the background unpressured virgin stress state. Since injected fluid mi-
grates toward low pressures and away from highs, we suggest that virgin stress events can be used 
to guide injected slurry volumes including proppant. 
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DGS Meeting Notes – September, 2022 

September 2022 DGS Excom Meeting 

Attendees: Mark Davidson, Jeff Zawila, Joel Scott, Jess Vahling, Andrew Keene 

Meeting begins at 1:00 PM. 

Minutes from August 2022 approved. 

Treasurer’s Report: 

 $95,763.88 – current bank balance 

$81.83 – current PayPal balance 

 August net revenue: -$21,500.13 

Golf tournament check and sponsorship for field camp major expenses. 

Standard transfers take a while, muddle the balance sheet… Jess proposing speeding up for small percentage-based fee. She 

will look into total cost for year-basis, and perhaps we selectively avoid doing so on large sums. 

The Record: August issue made it out. Will try to get a Thanksgiving/4th Quarter edition out. Joel to write the Executive Corner arti-

cle for the 2022 finale. Perhaps someone from the DGS Workshop who have submitted abstracts can help enhance with articles 

(although it will be post-workshop), but before the holiday party. 

Excom Voting: We need, by end of month, to have survey monkey put together (Mark + Morgan) for voting on candidates for 2023 

DGS Excom. Voting is September 15-30th. 

Scheduling Updates: Joel sent email on Holiday Party and 3DSS. December 8th for Holiday Party (same place) and I will grab Bret 

again, if possible. March 2/3 for 3DSS. Joel awaiting confirmation.  

Luncheon Updates: Ge Jin from CSM in October, and Suresh Dande from ESG in November. Skip in December. January may be an 

MSI talk – so incoming VP does not need to scramble for beginning of the month. Joel requests to Jeff to obtain a February speaker 

as well. 19 people are attending September luncheon at DERL, 18 lunches – and we will get good feedback for Wynkoop vs. DERL 

location. 

Workshop: October 20th at DERL – Rocky Ronden is the opening speaker and Troy Ruths is the keynote speaker. Three other speak-

ers have expressed interest, and the request for abstracts have been sent out. RMAG gave Jeff some advice on camera/monitoring 

set-up. SLB willing to do lunch sponsor. Need a happy hour sponsor, morning sponsor, room sponsor, etc. 

Baseball Game: Game to be held on September 22 at 1:10PM, Rockies vs. Giants. IKON agreed to sponsor at $~250 mark – will easi-

ly cover costs of tickets for members, given last game’s attendance. Need to get word out and RSVP info for people to reserve a 

spot so we can buy tickets. Excom agrees to have IKON sponsor a food voucher, Jess will invoice Glenn for PayPal and Jeff and I will 

purchase tickets and load them with food credit. Essentially, an attendee “buys a ticket and gets $10-15 in food/beverage.” 

Awards: Mark to take point. 

Meeting adjourned at 1:36PM. 
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DGS Meeting Notes – October, 2022 

Denver Geophysical Society October 2022 Meeting (10/12/2022) 

Attendees: Mark Davidson, Joel Scott, Jess Vahling, Andrew Keene, Xan Davidson 

Minutes from September Approved. 

Treasury Report:  

Revenue for September - $3,627.55 

Cost for September - $3,402.80 

DGS Baseball Game w/ $250.00 sponsorship – DGS lost $2.00 (so good level of sponsorship!) 

Joel to set up a new treasurer’s email address for Jess to use. 

The Record: Jeff to send Xan content for talks for the rest of the year. Joel to write President’s letter. Andrew to send information 

about baseball game. Need to include Save-The-Date for Holiday Party. Also need a write-up for the donation to the School of 

Mines – Joel to write. 

3DSS: Symposium set for Thursday, March 2nd. We need to also get ahead for the Challenge Bowl and the Happy Hour. 

Holiday Party: Venue and date locked down; 12/8. Jess has gotten requests for sponsorship (TGS, OXY and others). IKON also ex-

pressed interest in sponsorships. Andrew to follow-up with Keith for costs on venue + food for party to ensure our ticket pricing is 

set. Then, Jeff will help establish the ticket prices for members and non-members. Andrew to hunt down more sponsorships to 

pay for gift cards, etc. Bret to help solicit donations. 

Workshop: Currently (10/12) we have 18 folks signed up. RMAG to send email blast out for a fee, and excom approves. Schedule 

is 8:30AM-3PM followed by happy hour. Jess to blast Oxy folks for interest. 

NREL: Geothermal / Oil & Gas Think Tank – Need to determine if we support scientific (and maybe policy) think tank applying oil 

and gas engineering learnings to geothermal. 

Other Business: From Melinda – do we support Mines and co-host a couple of events with them in the coming year? Geophysics 

100th Anniversary at CSM party and others. Jeff to reach out to Melinda and try to gather more information about levels of sup-

port, etc. 

World Cup Lunch w/ IKON: Three games starting at 12:00PM this winter – something at Wynkoop, perhaps? Joe Boreman offers 

(maybe) to cover all of it as IKON rep. Tuesday, November 29th is the only game outside of Thanksgiving week. DGS to throw Joe 

contacts at Wynkoop, but perhaps not be involved to be concerned about conflicts of interest. 

Women’s Coffee: Co-Sponsor w/ RMAG, potentially? 1st Tuesday of every month. Get more info from Sandra. Joel expressed any 

financial concerns, etc., need to be addressed given RMAG’s set-up. 
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DGS Meeting Notes – November, 2022 

Denver Geophysical Society November 2022 Meeting (11/9/2022) 

Attendees: Mark Davidson, Joel Scott, Jess Vahling, Andrew Keene, Xan Davidson, Jeff Zawila, Angie Southcott, Morgan Brown 

Minutes from October Approved. 

Treasurer’s Report: 

 Current Bank Account Balance: $104,517.38. 

 Current PayPal Balance: $2,425.69. 

 Machine Learning Workshop Netted ~$1,700. 

 Net Revenue for October: $7,222.52 – luncheons and Holiday Party sponsorships. 

The Record: Putting the Q4 Newsletter together, need write-ups from Jeff, Andrew, and Joel on a variety of topics. In addition, 

deadline for the 3DSS is November 18th, but will likely be pushed back. Xan running into issues with getting technical articles into 

issues due to author approvals and re-publication rights, so possible we don’t have technical article this time. 

Machine Learning Workshop: Successful. Got positive feedback, as well as suggested merging with other events or organizations. 

Joel thinks we perhaps establish a machine learning workshop the day before the 3DSS, and the Student Challenge bowl the day 

after – would be a big event. 

Luncheons: 12 folks signed up for November 10, 2022 – last luncheon of the year! For January and February, luncheons will be held 

at Wynkoop. January’s speaker is Jon McKenna from MSI. 

Holiday Party: 13 companies so far have sponsored, open call for silent auction items, potential for door prizes for every attendee, 

locking in numbers, and lunch items selected. 

3DSS: Discussion on the set-up – different from 2021, one open room concept – need to ensure speakers are not interrupted by 

vendors. One abstract so far, might need to extend deadline. See above. 

Awards Updates: Mark and Xan working through that. 

NREL GEODE Consortium Update: Push to next meeting. 

Meeting adjourned at 1PM MST. 


